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Share your sea stories - what does the sea mean
to you?

Ocean Optimism
I was lucky enough to grow up next to the sea along the beautiful Moray Coast and fell in love
with the local bottlenose dolphins from a young age. Since then I have never lived or worked
far from the sea but it is still my childhood memories that are the foundation of my ocean
optimism which drives my current love of the ocean and my work to help protect, recover and
celebrate it for people and wildlife. 

Catherine Gemmell 
Scotland Conservation Of�cer 
Marine Conservation Society 

relaxation!
when i'm by the sea it means i'm not working. Time by the sea for me is often linked with
family holidays and time off from work. Times of relaxation and holidays!

A source of joy and inspiration!
The beauty of marine ecosystems and the species I encounter when I go snorkelling or
paddling bring me pure joy. It is a place where I can deeply relax, be present to the moment
and be inspired by this beautiful world!

A place of excitement and wonder

There's so much to experience at the coast or in the water it's impossible not to feel
mesmerised, grounded and giddy all at once... every time. 

https://padlet.com/alan268/dx1nc4723bby34ag
https://padlet.com/alan268


Escape and awe!
I escape to the sea. When I'm kayaking, all I can think about is where I'm paddling and my �ve
senses. I learnt the meaning of the word "speechless" when I was splashed by a whale paddling
in the Sound of Iona.

Place of rest and relaxation. I feel the vastness of the seas and
the oceans and it helps me to remind how small daily problems
are. I also get very creative by the open water.

Freedom, joy and work!
I grew up by the coast and the beach was a place to place, escape as a teenager and walk as an
adult. I've recently started open water swimming and the freedom from the stresses of the
world it provides never cease to amaze me. I also work in museum education and Ocean
literary is a big part of what I'm working to bring schools, families and community audiences.

The coastal seas of Scotland are an incredible marine resource -
supporting fragile, rural communities through tourism, fishing
and aquaculture but these all need to be done with consideration
to impact in order to thrive in the most responsible and
sustainable way.

Connection to the natural world

https://media2.giphy.com/media/VmwIEOyHHub3W/giphy.gif
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/967891491/3bc6a1d2d091fabf94311dd47239f40d/IMG_20210606_184038_115.jpg


Like many others have said, the ocean gives me peace, calm, awe and a reminder of what
really matters. A break from the stresses that life can make seem bigger than they are.

My favourite place to be since a child and inspiring the career I
have now.

The sea means everything to me. This is were I want to live,
what my work is about, where I relax, explore...

SLEF - SSSi are using a BlueROV2 to survey for PMFs and also visiting local Primary Schools to
assist with their marine projects ― ANONYMOUS

Decomm Blues
Hi from a sunny Aberdeen.  

Is everyone aware that decomm means the opposite of Rigs-to-Reef. Offshore structures and
the surrounding 500m zone are oases teeming with biodiverse life. When the last decomm
vessel sails away the seabed will be open to all users i.e trawlers and scallopers will have some
tremendous catches and the formerly protected area will be ploughed out.

So, perversely, complete decomm will do incredible harm to the seas. Are you and the powers-
that-be aware of this and is there any campaign to leave some structure and 500m zone in
place?? 

Richard Caie former Standby Captain 

Post your title here
Write things 

It feels like going on holiday visiting the coast, wherever you go!

The sea is life for me - I have never liver that far away. I adore its
storms throwing up all possibilities, as well as the tranquil sanity
it gives.

Constant opportunities to learn, explore, enjoy, relax, and have
fun!

Ullapool Sea Savers - what the sea means to USS :)
https://www.dropbox.com/s/20ljlqd2p5h8m3a/USS_Protect.mp4?dl=0

Love the pun :) ― ANONYMOUS

It means everything to me. It was where I grew up, where I play,
where I laugh and cry and where I work. It has brought me so
much joy and wonder but also so much fear, especially when I
see the damage we have done to it.

Why we love the sea
Fascinating research by Exeter Medical School on why we love the sea- links between blue
spaces and well-being...most recently reported at the Scottish Fisheries Museum virtual
exhibition entitled "By the Seaside: Heritage, Healing, and New Horizons":
https://bytheseaside-exhibition.co.uk/

Thanks for sharing ― ANONYMOUS

Swimming in the sea
In the emerald shallows of beaches on the West Coast, in cool cold waters, early in the
morning, is hard to beat. Love the feeling of the water on my body when swimming, being
surrounded by seabirds in the sky and shoals of sandeels in the water, with the occasional visit
of a diver, a seal or an otter. Snorkelling through the kelp when the sun shines, every so often
revealing the colourful rocks down below. I could go on ... :-)

https://www.dropbox.com/s/20ljlqd2p5h8m3a/USS_Protect.mp4?dl=0
https://bytheseaside-exhibition.co.uk/


I'm very lucky to have lived and worked by, in and on the sea all around the world for much of
my life, and now can't imagine being far away from it! My favourite moment is still that �rst
view of the sea when I've been away and am coming back to it. And having had lots of
experience of both, I can say Scottish seas are a match for glamourous tropical ones any day!

Freedom
Being in and by the sea gives me a sense of peace and freedom. I can forget my day to day
worries and just connect with the environment, sights, sounds and smells around me. It really
is essential for my health and wellbeing.

What are you working on at the moment that you
would like to share?

Circular Economy
Using beach litter data gathered by Marine Conservation Citizen Scientists I am working with
our Clean Seas Team on policy and campaigns to move Scotland towards a Circular Economy.
Check out Scotland Environment LINKs campaign that we support calling for a strong Circular
Economy Bill: https://www.scotlink.org/link-campaigns/a-circular-economy-for-a-fairer-
footprint/  
Catherine Gemmell 
Scotland Conservation Of�cer 
Marine Conservation Society

Circular Scotland - Scotlink
It is really important to move to an economy that is more circular. Our
climate and ecological emergencies are closely linked to the quantity of
products that we use and consume, how they are made and how they are
disposed of.

SCOTLINK

POP!

People Ocean Planet a new project from MASTS that is all about how we can change the way
ocean literacy is done. www.peopleoceanplanet.com 
 

You'll hear a little more about this at the start of session 4. Also, we're currently building out our
website with information on all of our projects, so revisit in July to �nd out more. At that time we'll

be starting a quarterly newsletter too! ― ANONYMOUS

Love this, look forward to seeing what develops further, great work! ― ANONYMOUS

Scottish Environment LINK: Ocean Recovery Plan!
Members of Scottish Environment LINK’s Save Scottish Seas coalition are calling on the
Scottish Government to commit to ambitious ocean recovery targets to return Scotland seas
to health, make them as resilient as possible to help in the �ght against climate change and
enable them to support coastal communities and livelihoods long into the future.  
The Ocean Recovery Plan calls for: 

Requirements in law to set and meet ocean recovery targets 
Strengthening of Scotland’s MPA network to ensure at least 30% of Scotland’s seas are
highly protected, with at least a third of that (so 10% Scotland’s seas) fully protected, by
2030
New policies and where necessary legislation to support a just transition to a modern,
world-leading climate and nature friendly �shing industry  
Signi�cant investment in marine conservation and sustainability to match the scale of
the nature and climate emergencies 
 

 

Save Scottish Seas - Scotlink
On 10 December 2020, LINK's Marine Group members and the
Environmental Funders Network launched a new film showing the value of
Scotland's marine and coastal habitats and why we need to invest in them
for future generations. You can watch the film here. We all have a part to
play.

SCOTLINK

Promoting in partnership with @eduCCateGlobal the need for children to learn now about
transition engineering to give them the skills and knowledge they need to move us sustainably
forward. Jo, Wild Planet Explorers  
 

https://www.scotlink.org/link-campaigns/a-circular-economy-for-a-fairer-footprint/
https://www.scotlink.org/link-campaigns/a-circular-economy-for-a-fairer-footprint/
http://www.peopleoceanplanet.com/
https://www.scotlink.org/link-campaigns/save-scottish-seas/


Working to promote all windfarms as sanctuary areas fir
proactive habitat restoration, scientific research and blue carbon
capture

Save Kintyre's Seas
Currently in the long term process of setting up a marine conservation station in Kintyre - the
idea is that paying volunteers will come and do a mix of biodiversity surveys, beach cleans,
and restoration projects.  We have already found several unrecorded seagrass meadows and 
other rare species! 

Objections to unsustainable expansion of fish farms in the
Clyde.
We are helping to raise awareness of �sh farms proposals around Cumbrae Islands and upper
Clyde. 

great work! ― ANONYMOUS

EXPLORE the Marine Protected Areas of the Outer Hebrides
at our recently launched storymap: 
https://arcg.is/0v55G1  
Part of the MarPAMM project

Can storying shift marine values and help reverse trends in
marine environmental decline?
Currently working on a project on storying worlds beyond �sh, focussing on The Minch
between North-West Highlands and the Western Isles. Here is the abstract & would be very
happy, if you are interested, for you to contact me at l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk 

Reconnecting people with nature is seen as having great potential for returning towards an
environmentally �ourishing world. This project will explore scholarly and situated practices
and purposes of marine storytelling and, through an investigation of �sh-bird-people
connections in The Minch, storytelling will be assessed for its potential for human-nature
reconnection. The Minch is the sea between the Scottish mainland and the Western Isles, and

the people living on its shores have a long history of storytelling. As modern livelihoods have
become less connected with The Minch, the project explores what has happened to
storytelling and situated forms of marine stewardship.

LUC has undertaken Seascape Assessments, Tourism and
Recreation Surveys of the Marine Environment, and
Assessments of Historic Properties at Risk from Coastal Erosion
LUC has undertaken Seascape Assessments for Orkney and Caithness as well as most of
England. We have also undertaken the Recreation and Tourism Survey of the marine and
coastal environment in Scotland. Most recently we have worked with the Marine Institute in
Ireland to develop an understanding of the Cultural Ecosystem Services delivered by the
coastal environment. Our Historic Environment team are currently investigating which
historic properties are at risk from coastal erosion.

Scottish Sea Changers
Taking some early tentative steps to developing a Scottish network of youth for ocean action!
Watch this space!!

Love this - look forward to hearing more! ― ANONYMOUS

Social license to operate for seaweed farming

The Scottish salmon farming sector's Sustainability Charter: A
Better Future For Us All www.scottishsalmon.co.uk/betterfuture

POP's Ocean Literacy Survey of Fife Communities
If you know people in Fife, please share the following text and link with them! As well as the
usual suspects, we want to gather the views of people and communities that may not think
much about the, or feel disconnected from it. 
 
If you live in Fife and are aged 16+, we would like to �nd out what you think about the sea and
the Fife coast. You can help us do this by answering a short survey and enter into our prize draw
for a £50 voucher.  
  

https://arcg.is/0v55G1
mailto:l.d.martens@keele.ac.uk


To complete the survey online, use the web link or scan the QR code with your smartphone
camera!  
  
https://standrews.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4Tp0XpyyQFu7PQq  

Wild Oyster Project
Helping to deliver #WildOysters project in the Clyde with Clyde Porpoise CIC and key
partners Blue Marine Foundation, Zoological Society of London and British Marine.   

Saving our Seas through Law
The Community of Arran Seabed Trust (COAST) have been working with the Edinburgh School
of Law to produce a series of brie�ngs to strengthen the legal framework for the protection of
the marine environment.  

The Scottish legal framework for the protection of the marine environment has evolved
signi�cantly within the last few years, but there remains a concern that the law may be
lagging behind developments at the regional and international levels. Moreover, existing legal
powers may not be being utilised to their full extent. 

The objective of this collaboration was to exchange knowledge on the existing legal framework
for marine environmental protection on the one hand and the extant practical challenges in

implementation of the law at the local level on the other hand, with a view to recommending
ways of strengthening the Scottish legal framework.  
 
You can �nd out more and see the full set of brie�ng documents here:
https://www.law.ed.ac.uk/research/research-projects/saving-our-seas-through-law 
 
Jenny Stark 
Outreach and Communications Manager - COAST 
 

Saving our Seas through Law - Strengthening the legal framework
for the Protection of the Marine Environment
There is a growing awareness that the impacts of human activities on the
world's oceans are reaching such a level that important marine ecosystems
are at risk of collapsing, with little chance of short-term recovery. With a
coastline of more than 10,000 miles, Scotland has access to a rich diversity
of marine resources, but also a responsibility to ensure their long-term sustainable use.

ED

Solway Marine Litter Projects
Solway Firth Partnership is securing funding to carry out a number of marine litter related
project including - working with Rotary clubs / STEM work relating to marine litter and
(hopefully if we can get funding) a region-wide campaign to clean up the Scottish Solway
Coast!

https://www.scottishsalmon.co.uk/betterfuture

A Better Future For Us All
As farmers, everything revolves around good biology. This means high
standards of fish health and welfare throughout a lifecycle, a principle we
will continue to be guided by. We feel a similar duty of care towards other
wildlife and will work with key stakeholders to take collective responsibility.

SCOTTISHSALMON

smells �shy ― ANONYMOUS

What's their porpoise? Salmon farms and harbour porpoises in
Scotland

https://standrews.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_4Tp0XpyyQFu7PQq
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1091333123/9f52e77e4b3d807710814df249e22266/Survey_ad__twitter.png
https://www.law.ed.ac.uk/research/research-projects/saving-our-seas-through-law
https://www.law.ed.ac.uk/research/research-projects/saving-our-seas-through-law
https://www.scottishsalmon.co.uk/betterfuture


My name is Texa Sim, and I'm a PhD researcher working on the presence and behaviour of
harbour porpoises around salmon farms in Scotland. I used Passive Acoustic Monitoring at
eight �sh farms to detect porpoise echolocation activity, and explored �ne-scale use of the
infrastructure with localisation arrays. I also investigated the potential for farms to attract
wild �sh that may be prey for porpoises, and sought to describe the �sh farm 'soundscape'. 

#OurSeas coalition

https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1231250152/56686678fba1fabd14a91e9340b9c798/198132031_182623857110024_8761821946240153981_n.jpg


Assisting the #OurSeas coalition to reduce impacts from inshore dredging and promote just
transition to less destructive methods of inshore �shing.  

Windfarm recovery zones
Campaigning to see all windfarms doubling as proactive habitat restoration zones, with
structures designed as arti�cial reefs, no trawl sea bed protection, blue carbon capture,
research facilities , and with seabed interconnectors providing protected ecological corridors
between farms 
Chris Baines 

lets hope this gains traction! ― ANONYMOUS

New signage going up in our coastal villages in Fife asking
visitors to reduce their usage of single-use plastics and litter.
More and more people joining beach cleans across the villages
and requesting litterpickers to do their own cleans on walks
(with or without dogs!). Jo Charlestown, Limekilns, Pattiesmuir
Nature Conservation Group, Fife

The Solway Review
The Solway Review from the SMILE Project is a cross-border regional assessment of the
Solway Firth and is available here; https://www.solway�rthpartnership.co.uk/solway-
review/. 

Working in partnership with Scottish Water to tackle the flushing
of the wrong items down the toilet, through Wild Planet
Explorer's 3P Pledge Champion Award, 3000 children have now
done the award and growing in Scotland! Jo, Wild Planet
Explorers

THIS week I'm actively looking for innovation in businesses who
are working towards Net Zero sustainability. Anyone want to get
in touch? #VIBES_Awards

Rhins of Galloway Coast Path
Solway Firth Partnership are working on the promotion of a developing coastal path in SW
Scotland. The Rhins of Galloway Coast Path (86 miles) around the Rhins peninsula in South
West Scotland. Starting in Stranraer taking in the Mull of Galloway, Scotland most southerly
point, encouraging visitors to explore the rich natural & cultural heritage.  
https://dgtrails.org/rhins-of-galloway-path/development/ 
 

Strategic Environmental Asessment best practice dissertation
(marine tourism)

https://www.solwayfirthpartnership.co.uk/solway-review/
https://dgtrails.org/rhins-of-galloway-path/development/
https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1231253274/6bcb35a0dee2b11525fe6454b47383f2/1mull_of_galloway.jpg


Hi there! I’m writing my MSc dissertation for the University of Edinburgh on the best practice
for including the public and stakeholders in making decisions on the environmental impacts of
boosting the Scottish marine tourism sector. Also interested in looking at the environmental,
economic, and social concerns of boosting this sector that the public and stakeholders have.
If  you’re interested in taking part please contact me at my university email address
s1448717@ed.ac.uk :) 
Thanks! 
Caitlin Paul

Good luck Caitlin ― ANONYMOUS

MONEY! getting more of it for marine restoration and
enhancement, giving it out to people who need it.
https://www.nature.scot/funding-and-projects/scottish-marine-
environmental-enhancement-fund-smeef and www.sea-
changers.org.uk

Scottish Marine Environmental Enhancement Fund (SMEEF)
The Scottish Mari

NATURESCOT

Prospecting for a commercial regenerative seagrass farming
operation.
We have some initial blue carbon investment interest and are looking to understand the
economics to see if we could drive a commercial seagrass regeneration project forward.  

Whilst not excluding the possibility of working abroad, given the marine conservation laws in
Scotland, the collapse of �sh populations and relative stability of the waters close to my home
in Achanalt I'm predominantly interested in a site from Ullapool down to Kyle of Lochalsh. We
also have buy in from the divers of Faslane to lend us their time so a west coast location 

Particularly interested in the potential for the grain to be used in plant based �sh and/or as an
alternative grain. Keen for the 

Ullapool Sea Savers are up to all sorts of stuff at the moment, but one of our most high pro�le
campaigns is this: The Drain Campaign - trying to raise awareness in our wee village of
connection between land and sea when it comes to litter. We're also tying in a bit about the
damage cigarette butts do. 
 

Fighting for Scotland's Nature
Add your voice below

Join the Fight for Scotland's Nature
Scotland's nature gives us so much - from our urban parks and waterways
to our open landscapes, glens and sea lochs. It is central to our health and
wellbeing and provides us with clean air and water, and the natural
resources that support jobs. But our nature is struggling.

SCOTTISH ENVIRONMENT LINK

mailto:s1448717@ed.ac.uk
https://www.nature.scot/funding-and-projects/scottish-marine-environmental-enhancement-fund-smeef
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https://padlet-uploads.storage.googleapis.com/1231245016/5c12d9f76cde3c8e010eec6f09e448ec/MMJonz_3SAezYI_W_0Kf7A.jpg
https://scotlink.eaction.online/nature


World Ocean Day 2021: What does it take to save seabirds in
Scotland?
This blog provides an intro to some of the people working to save our special seabirds at RSPB
Scotland  

World Ocean Day 2021: What does it take to save seabirds in
Scotland?
To celebrate this year's World Ocean Day theme 'Life and Livelihoods', we
spoke to some of the wonderful people working to save our special seas at
RSPB Scotland. Today marks World Ocean Day , and we've got so much to
celebrate in Scotland.

RSPB

ReMeMaRe
Restoring Meadows, Marshes and Reefs 
(Seagrass meadows, Salt marshes and Oyster reefs) 
https://ecsa.international/reach/rememare-and-latest-updates  

Long Term Changes in Forth Seaweeds
The Firth of Forth has some extremely biodiverse, seaweed-rich shores particularly in the East
Neuk of Fife (and St. Andrews) and around Dunbar. It also has previously moderately-rich
shores which were decimated by crude sewage disposal for about 90 years on the Edinburgh
shoreline and have now been recovering for 40 years. Less well-known is that Fife shores
between Kirkcaldy and Leven were badly affected by the intertidal dumping of coal-mine spoil

which also ceased about 40 years ago. Since the 18th century there have been credible surveys
of Forth seaweed biodiversity and in the recovery period over the last 50+ years there have
been very detailed surveys by Heriot-Watt University, some with the Natural History Museum.
I am compiling a database of all academically-credible seaweed surveys of the Forth starting
with Lightfoot’s Flora Scotica in 1777. This should be an excellent way to see how the intertidal
�ora can change over a 250-year time span under both natural and man-made in�uences. 
Martin Wilkinson 
m.wilkinson@hw.ac.uk

Good luck Martin. It will make for interesting reading. ― ANONYMOUS

Climate Emergency Films with a local high school
We are working on creating 3 short �lms with a local high school looking at the role of
museums in collecting objects and data surrounding the Climate Crisis and how all careers
can play a role in future climate work. One of the groups of objects teenagers were (perhaps
surprisingly) most interested in were our model ships showing the changes in sea transport
over the last hew hundred years.  
 

Hi - where are you working? ― ANONYMOUS

Scottish Marine Environmental Enhancement Fund -
https://www.nature.scot/funding-and-projects/scottish-marine-
environmental-enhancement-fund-smeef

Scottish Marine Environmental Enhancement Fund (SMEEF)
The Scottish Mari

NATURESCOT

Sea-Changers - Innovation fund
Also working on this - open for applications!

Innovation Fund 2021 | Sea-Changers 2021
We are delighted to announce the first ever call for applications to the Sea-
Changers Innovation Fund.   The aim of the Innovation Fund is to support
innovative marine conservation approaches and solutions. In 2021, the
Innovation Fund will take the form of a single award of £2,000.

SEA-CHANGERS 2021

Sea-Changers Celebrating 10 years
And this.....please join us for some free, fun, interesting events to celebrate the 200+ projects
we have funded over the last 10 years.

https://community.rspb.org.uk/ourwork/b/scotland/posts/world-ocean-day-2021
https://ecsa.international/reach/rememare-and-latest-updates
mailto:m.wilkinson@hw.ac.uk
https://www.nature.scot/funding-and-projects/scottish-marine-environmental-enhancement-fund-smeef
https://www.sea-changers.org.uk/innovation-fund-2021


CELEBRATING A DECADE OF CREATING A SEA CHANGE
Announcing a virtual festival to celebrate 10 years of Sea-Changers - 23rd -
30th June 2021. This year marks a decade of Sea-Changers supporting
highly local, human-scale action on big global challenges. We are so proud
to enable grassroots projects within coastal communities to grow and
thrive.

SEA-CHANGERS 2021

See you there and thank you! ― ANONYMOUS

World Oceans Day Playlist
Check out the SFP SMILE Project World Oceans Day playlist on YouTube - lots of fab videos on
topics as diverse as beach cleans, poetry, coastal foraging and marine invasive non-native
species - World Ocean Day 2021 - YouTube 

Drone mapping
Is anyone looking at developing drone mapping projects? I'm chair of Clean Coast Outer
Hebrides and in order to assess the extent and priorities needed of marine waste around our
islands am at the start of getting together a proposal then fundraising. It would be good to
share ideas 

Great Janet. Will be in touch to �nd out more and pass on info whch may be of use. ― ANONYMOUS

National Marine Parks Vision
Released today - new vision for Scotland based on previous efforts!
https://www.bluemarinefoundation.com/2021/06/08/a-vision-for-national-marine-parks-
in-scotland/ 

Pollution and biodiversity
Fidra has several projects aimed at preventing plastic and chemical pollution, and protecting
biodiversity :) and shortly releasing a report looking at alternatives to polystyrene �sh boxes...

Fidra, Environmental charity based in East Lothian Scotland
Fidra seeks ways to engage local concerns over current and emerging
environmental issues, and use this to contribute to wider dialogue at
national and international levels.

FIDRA

Marine plastics recycling for Scotland
Hello 
 
We (a small but diverse collaborative team and continuing to build stakeholder partners) are
developing a national recycling programme here in Scotland for �shing nets and
beach/marine collected plastics.  They will be reused or made into new products.  This
valuable material will be put back into the supply chain with little waste, reducing pressure on
virgin resources and helping to build a strong community network.  
 
Running parallel to the innovative work around reducing single-use and avoidable plastics and
'reinventing' nets to �t a sustainable circular, resource ef�cient world, this project aims to
provide an open source format at scale and to support impacted communities to close the
loop in this persistent stream.  
 
There has been a lot of research and background work to bring this to near fruition over the
last couple of years or so drastically reducing this existing and proli�c material going to
land�ll by reusing where possible and recycling material where it previously has not been
possible at volume.  It is �nally closer to hand for us here in Scotland!  Of course, further to go
but we are moving forward again post-covid, gaining momentum and soon to be out to gather
interest from the network of fantastic communities, other NGOs and companies around
Scotland.  
 
Watch this space :0) Thank you, Janie on behalf of the wider team.  
 
hello@footprintalba.org.uk 
 

Exciting stuff 🙂 ― ANONYMOUS

https://www.sea-changers.org.uk/post/a-decade-of-creating-a-sea-change
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLmQwWuNF7CmorA_7NThtfo3XiMxaoWa-r
https://www.bluemarinefoundation.com/2021/06/08/a-vision-for-national-marine-parks-in-scotland/
https://www.fidra.org.uk/
mailto:hello@footprintalba.org.uk


What would be your message to world leaders at
COP15 (biodiversity) at COP26 (climate
change)?

Think Blue
Do not forget the Ocean and the importance of Blue Carbon in your discussions and more
importantly in your actions. 

Catherine Gemmell 
Scotland Conservation Of�cer 
Marine Conservation Society

Blue carbon
Marine ecosystems like seagrass meadows, saltmarshes and mangroves
absorb or 'draw down' carbon dioxide from the water and atmosphere, just
like plants and trees on land. The storage of carbon in marine habitats is
called blue carbon.

MARINE CONSERVATION SOCIETY

That we must start investing ocean protection

Less talking and more action!

And we need to act quickly! ― ANONYMOUS

We live on a blue planet!
Don't forget our seas - over two thirds of the Earth's surface is covered in water!  

If we want to tackle the nature and climate emergency, we need to be ambitious on ocean
recovery. 

Enforced goals
We need to start heavily enforcing our climate change goals as far too many countries are
failing to meet their targets! Unless serious action is taken to enforce these targets/goals then
countries will continue to fail and climate change will worsen!

Our oceans are a vitally important resource, that if managed well
have the potential to help address many of the issues facing
people across our world, including feeding an ever-growing
population.

Yes that may be true and I see your optimism but plese remember that the ocean is a living habitat -
�rst and foremost -before being a resource which is there to be exploited. Over exploitation is why it

is in peril and the health of the planet is at a critical stage. ― ANONYMOUS

Our lives depend on healthy oceans

Ambition and resources
To be really ambitious and put the ocean front and centre of targets. Ensure that we have
enough resources in terms of legislation, people, �nances to deliver what is needed.

https://www.mcsuk.org/ocean-emergency/climate-change/blue-carbon/
https://media4.giphy.com/media/3oz8xur099boo4N9aU/giphy.gif


Governments need to value the third sector organisations that
work on the ground. We need resourced properly so we don't
spend valuable time continually filling in funding applications

also a massive challenge for the academic community, who spend vast amounts of time and energy
competing for funds in the knowledge that chances of success on each are very low ― ANONYMOUS

Don't underestimate or overlook young conservationists
As a recent university graduate, I have seen �rst hand how politicians, environmental
conservation bodies and employers drastically overlook all the young/new conservationists
out there. There are so many young conservationists out there that are extremely passionate
about the oceans with great ideas! It's time these conferences start taking their opinions and
ideas into consideration!

Great point - young people need to be at the heart of decision making! ― ANONYMOUS

I thought young people had a voice and were being consulted more now than ever before? Have you
checked out the Youth Parliament and Youth Link Scotland? This isn't meant to sound patronising
but I think many have been there and I do feel age is no discriminator in this! Good luck and keep

going! ― ANONYMOUS

Please see the link to just released document from a range of us
in the COP26 Universities Network on ‘Why the Ocean Matters in
Climate Negotiations’
https://www.gla.ac.uk/media/Media_795093_smxx.pdf

Media_795093_smxx.pdf
PDF document

WWW.GLA.AC.UK

Emergency
We have a climate and biodiversity emergency - it's bigger than politics. Please work together
and help each other. 
 

Lead by example and help people and businesses who are doing it right! We can do this if we work
together! ― ANONYMOUS

Yes yes yes. More of this and be gone with strong egos please! ― ANONYMOUS

By addressing environmental threats such as chemical pollution and plastic waste, and by
making space for nature in our urban environments, we are protecting one of our greatest
assets in the �ght against climate change. From saying no to single-use packaging, to

https://www.gla.ac.uk/media/Media_795093_smxx.pdf


communities building greener high streets, and policy makers taking action on harmful
chemicals, there is a role for everyone to play. 

Closer to home, what is your big ask of the Scot
Govt to deliver for Scotland's seas in the next 5
years?

Strong Circular Economy Bill
My big ask of the new Scottish Government is to bring forward a strong and ambitious
Circular Economy Bill that moves Scotland from a single-use society to one of repair, reuse
and re�ll as soon as possible. 

Catherine Gemmell 
Scotland Conservation Of�cer 
Marine Conservation Society

To ensure a fair investment in renewable energy
and to really clamp down on oil companies.

...and to clean up renewables cnstruction and infrastructure ― ANONYMOUS

Listen to the marine researchers we have in Scotland

Yes and to the community voices too. ― ANONYMOUS

Implement real management measures for our marine protected
areas!

Be ambitious
We need to see real and fast action to recover the health of our seas - our future depends on
it, so lets set the bar high!

Implement solutions where we know they exist
It might take some time for us to see the bene�ts so we need to start to take action now so we
can get the bene�ts ASAP. 
 
We need action now!

https://media0.giphy.com/media/bFcedWnG4Ndk7weu7D/giphy.gif


#InshoreLimit
Our seas are being stretched to the limit; by investing in the recovery of our seas, we can build
a better future for communities, �shermen an the many who rely on a productive, diverse
environment.  

Scot Gov. cite that 37% of our waters are MPA's; in reality less than 5% of our inshore seabeds
are protected from trawling and dredging.  

A return of a modern seaward limit on bottom-towed �shing (implemented via a just
transition) would see our inshore waters properly protected.  

 
https://ourseasscotland.eaction.org.uk/bring-back-the-�sh 
 

Reduction in marine litter and pollution.
I absolutely love going to the beach in Scotland, but this experience becomes disheartening
when everywhere you look at any beach around Scotland, you will �nd litter. Whether it's
plastic bags in the sea or tin cans buried in the sand, it's everywhere. I think its the
governments responsibility to help reduce this either through hiring clean-up teams, or even
educating and encouraging the public to take better care of the environment!

Stop destroying the seas we are working to save!
No further expansion of open net �sh farming. Stop dredging. Bring back the 3 mile limit!!!!! 
 

well said! ― ANONYMOUS

Petition for the return of an inshore limit here: https://ourseasscotland.eaction.org.uk/bring-back-
the-�sh ― ANONYMOUS

Cross-sectoral working
help to facilitate creative partnerships between the �shing and wind industries, conservation
NGOs and regulators. 
 

Well said, collaboration is key across the sectors and within. ― ANONYMOUS

Inshore Limit and moratorium on new salmon pens
Both long overdue 
 

Recognise the crucial role young people can play in taking
forward an ocean recovery.

https://media4.giphy.com/media/ikFAfmvaj1G3H5iq3m/giphy.gif
https://ourseasscotland.eaction.org.uk/bring-back-the-fish
https://ourseasscotland.eaction.org.uk/bring-back-the-fish


※※※※※※

Enable coastal communities to make their living from seas
People who used to rely their income on �shing should be involved in the transition and
offered employment opportunities in sea restoration.

Work constructively with all stakeholders to understand the
issues and opportunities that exist.

National Marine Parks Vision
Scottish vision report released today by Blue Marine Foundation
https://www.bluemarinefoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/National-Marine-
Parks-Scotland.pdf

Make Scotland the country

Please do more to make sure that we as a country actually PROTECT our MPAs!! Just giving
them that label is not enough. (Ullapool Sea Savers) 
 

Urgent need for robust chemical regulation
As a new Chemical Strategy is being developed we need to make sure we take the opportunity
to address our current chemical pollution crisis, being mindful of the continuing legacy of
historic chemical pollutants. Fidra have put together 12 key asks for a toxic-free future: 

Reshaping our chemical future - Fidra
Right now the UK Government is deciding the state of our chemical future,
designing a post-Brexit Chemicals Strategy that if done well, could act as a
road map out of our current chemical pollution crisis. By setting ambitious
targets and committing to clear and time-lined actions, the UK has a unique
opportunity to turn the tide on environmental pollution.

FIDRA

https://www.bluemarinefoundation.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/National-Marine-Parks-Scotland.pdf
https://www.fidra.org.uk/12-key-asks/

